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							Whatever feels natural for you and your baby is fine! 
I am helping you finding this feeling. 
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LIMAS Plus

Design: Ginkgo Emerald
Size: from around size 56 until 104 kg
Tested:4 kg - 18 kg
Panelwidth: 24 - 45 cm
Panelheight: 30 - 41 cm
Waistbelt length: 60 - 140 cm
Material: 100% organic cotton
GSM: ~230 g/m²
Fabric: Jacquard
Details:
Halfbuckle
Neck-width is customizable.
Waistbelt is curved, padded, and sturdy.
Buckle is padded.
Width of the back panel can be adjusted stepless with velcro and tunnel system.
Shoulder straps can be padded. If not, they are functioning as Wrap Conversion and can be fanned over the bottom of the baby.
Headrest can be removed and is exchangeable.
Point: Easily fitting both parents even if size is different. No individual adjustments necessary.
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LIMAS Flex

Design: Flora Midnight Blue, Stone
Tested: 4 kg - 20 kg
Size: from around size 56 until 104
Panelwidth: 24 - 45 cm
Panelheight: 32 - 41 cm
Waistbelt length: 60 - 140 cm
Material: 100% organic cotton
GSM: ~230 g/m²
Fabric: Jacquard
Details:
Fullbuckle
Neck-width is customizable.
Waistbelt is broad, curved, padded, and sturdy.
Buckle is padded.
Width of the back panel can be adjusted stepless with velcro and tunnel system.
Shoulder straps are padded, straight, and can be crossed.
Shoulder straps can be fastened on the waistbelt (small babies) or on the backpanel (older children).
Buckles for easy breastfeeding.
Headrest can be removed and is exchangeable.
When waistbeld is removed, the carrier can be used as an Onbu himo.
Point: Can be used for a very long time. As Onbu up to age 3.
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LIMAS Ringsling

Design: Hope
Tested: 3.5 kg - 18 kg
Size: from around size 50 until 104

Material: 100% organic cotton
GSM: ~230 g/m²
Fabric: Jacquard
Details:
Rings are made of aluminium.
Spread folding beneath the rings.
Point: Lightweight, easy to tighten.
Ringslings can be used for every age.
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Kokadi Flip Babysize

Design: Just Lagoon
Size: from NB until size 80
Panelwidth: 24 - 42 cm
Panelheight: 34 cm
Waistbelt length: Women's clothing size EU 34 up to 54
Material: 100% organic cotton
GSM: 170 g/m²
Fabric: Twill
Details:
Fullbuckle
Neck-width is customizable.
Waistbelt is broad, straight, padded, and sturdy.
Buckle is not padded, can be fastened in both directions.
Width of the back panel can be adjusted stepless with velcro and tunnel system.
Shoulder straps are padded, ergonomic, and can be crossed.
Shoulder straps are fastened on the waistbelt (small babies).
Buckles for easy breastfeeding.
Headrest can be removed on some models.
Perfect for high back carry when child wants to see more.
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Ergo Embrace

Design: Heather Grey
Tested: from 3,2 - 11,3 kg
Panelwidth: 21 - 28 cm
Panelheight: 38 cm
Waistbelt length: -
Material: 79% Polyester, 17% Viscose, 4% Elastane
Details:
Fullbuckle
A quite unique carrier, designed for newborns.
Waistbelt is slim, straight, padded, and sturdy.
Buckle is padded.
Height of the back panel can be adjusted with rolling it around the waistbelt.
Shoulder straps are not padded and always need to be crossed on the back.
Point: Especially made for newborns.
Only for the first few months.
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Ergo Omni 360

Design: Cool Air Mesh Indigo Weave
Tested: from 3,2 - 20 kg
Panelwidth: -
Panelheight: -
Waistbelt length: 66 - 140 cm
Material: 100% polyester
Details:
Fullbuckle
With lumbar support
Waistbelt is broad, ergonomic, padded, and sturdy.
Buckle is padded, can be fastened in both directions.
Height of the back panel can be adjusted with buttons.
Shoulder straps are straight and can be crossed.
Point: often not fitting newborns. Comfortable until age of approx. 1.5 years.
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Ergo Omni Breeze

Design: Pearl Grey
Tested: from 3,2 - 20,4 kg
Panelwidth: -
Panelheight: -
Waistbelt length: 65 - 145 cm
Shoulder strap length: 40 - 110 cm
Material: 100% polyester
Details:
Fullbuckle
With lumbar support
Waistbelt is broad, ergonomic, padded, and sturdy.
Buckle is padded, can be fastened in both directions.
Height of the back panel can be adjusted with buttons.
Shoulder straps are straight and can be crossed.
Point: often not fitting newborns. Comfortable until age of approx. 1.5 years. Lumbar support can’t be removed.
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Ergo Adapt (old model)

Design: Geo Black
Tested: from 3,2 - 20 kg
Panelwidth: -
Panelheight: -
Waistbelt length: 65 - 140 cm
Shoulder strap length: 43,5 - 108 cm
Material: 100% cotton
Details:
Fullbuckle
With lumbar support
Waistbelt is broad, ergonomic, padded, and sturdy.
Buckle is padded, can be fastened in both directions.
Height of the back panel can be adjusted with buttons.
Shoulder straps are straight and can be crossed.
Point: The Adapt can’t be used for facing out. It usually fits newborns better.
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Ergo 360

Design: Pure Black
Size: from 5,5 - 20 kg
Panelwidth: -
Panelheight: -
Waistbelt length: 66 - 140 cm
Material: 100% cotton
Details:
Fullbuckle
Waistbelt is broad, ergonomic, padded, and sturdy.
Height of the back panel can be adjusted with buttons.
Shoulder straps are straight and can be crossed.
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LennyLamb Onbuhimo

Design: Smokey Lime
Size: from when baby can sit (5 - 20 kg)
Panelwidth: until 41 cm
Panelheight: 34 cm
Waistbelt length: -
Material: 100% cotton
GSM: 210 g/m²
Fabric: Broken Twill
Details:
Shoulder straps are ergonomic.
Point: Onbuhimo is perfect during a second pregnancy.
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LennyLamb LennyUpGrade

Design: Little Herringbone Entwine
Tested:3.5 - 20 kg
Size:62 - 98
Panelwidth: 16 - 45 cm (+-3cm)
Panelheight: 34 - 40cm (+-3 cm)
Waistbelt length: 53 - 135 cm
 Shoulder straps:36 - 114cm
Material: 100% cotton
GSM: 250 g/m²
Fabric: Herringbone
Details:
Fullbuckle
Broad and comfortable waistbelt. Padded leg openings for baby. Shoulder straps can be crossed.
Point: Extremely soft fabric. Special belt available (not through my services) for making it fit small babies.
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LennyLamb LennyPreschool

Design: Arcadia Plaid
Tested:7 - 30 kg
Size:86 - 122 (1-5 years)
Panelwidth: 25 - 58 cm (+-3cm)
Panelheight: 38 - 51cm (+-3 cm)
Waistbelt length: 64 - 142 cm
 Shoulder straps:34 - 114cm
Material: 100% cotton
GSM: - g/m²
Fabric: twill weave
Details:
Fullbuckle
Broad and comfortable waistbelt. Padded leg openings for child. Shoulder straps can be crossed. Paddening under the waistbelt in the back.
Point: Extremely soft fabric. Good balance between sturdiness to hold an older child and softness.
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Hoppediz Woven Wrap

Design: Marrakesch
Size: 6
Material: 100% cotton
GSM: 181-200 g/m²
Fabric: Jacquard
Details:
Two labels, easily visible, mark the centre of the Slings.
The edges are woven in contrast colours to find them easier when (re-)tightening.
The end of the Slings is diagonally trimmed for a smooth fall of the fabric without bumps.
A pocket sized 20 x 25 cm, attached with a hoop and loop fastener at the end of the Slings, will take all the important things you need (key, handkerchiefs, love letters, shopping list …).
Point: Very easy to tighten, good for beginners.
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Hoppediz Ringsling

Design: Jaipur Creme
Size: 2,00 m x 0,70 m
Material: 100% controlled organic cotton
GSM: Maybe 181-200 g/m² ?
Fabric: Jacquard
Details:
Rings are made of aluminium.
Spread folding beneath the rings.
Point: Lightweight, easy to tighten.
Ringslings can be used for every age.
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Hoppediz Stretchy Wrap

Design: Blue Stars
Size: 6
Material: 100% organic cotton
GSM: 235 g/m²
Details:
Soft in touch, easy-going, like a second skin.
Stable edges (no rolling).
Width approx. 50 cm
Interlock knitting.
Point: Good for delicate babies.
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Hoppediz Hop-Tye Buckle

Design: Singapur blue
Size: 50 - 86cm
Tested:2.5 kg - 20 kg (5.5 - 44.1 lbs)
Panelwidth: -
Panelheight: -
Waistbelt length: - 160 cm
Material: 100% organic cotton
GSM: 221 - 240 g/m²
Details:
Can be used with newborns. The broad shoulder straps very comfortable.
Point: Good for plus-size babywearing. Very slim people have to wear the waistbelt in two layers.
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Hoppediz Hop-Tye Conversion

Design: London white
Size: 50 - 86cm
Tested:2.5 kg - 20 kg (5.5 - 44.1 lbs)
Panelwidth: 20 cm - 40 cm
Panelheight: -
Waistbelt length: - 160 cm
Material: 100% cotton (tested)
GSM: 161 - 180 g/m²
Details:
Can be used with newborns. The broad shoulder straps very comfortable.
Point: Soft and lightweight fabric, good for summer.
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Hoppediz Nabaca

Design: grey
Size: 50 - 104cm
Tested:2.5 kg - 20 kg (5.5 - 44.1 lbs)
Panel Sizes:
S 50 - 68 cm
M 68 - 86 cm
 L 86 - 104 cm
Panelwidth: - 
Panelheight: -
Waistbelt length: 75 - 165 cm
Material: 100% cotton 
GSM: - 
Details:
Different backpanel and shoulder strap options.
Point: Module carriers are the only real growing-with-baby options. 
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Hoppediz Primeo

Design: Verona
Size: 44/50 - 86 cm
Tested:2.5 kg - 15 kg (5.5 - 33 lbs)
Panelwidth:
- 
Panelheight: -
Waistbelt length: - 
Material: 100% organic cotton 
GSM: - 
Details:
Fullbuckle carrier with wide and crossed shoulderstraps.
Point: The Primeo was designed as carrier for newborns, even for small early borns when they are healthy and fit. 
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Hoppediz Bondolino

Design: Kos
Size: - 
Tested: 3kg - 20 kg (7 - 44 lbs)
Panelwidth:
- 
Panelheight: -
Waistbelt length: - 
Outer fabric: 100% cotton 
GSM: - 
Details:
Carrier without any buckles.
Point: Soft and very easy to use. 
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Hoppediz Hop-Tye Advance (HTA)

Design: Amsterdam stone
Size: - 
Tested:2.5 kg - 20 kg (5.5 - 44 lbs)
Panelwidth:
 20 - 39cm
Panelheight: - 37cm
Waistbelt length: 65 - 160cm
Material: 100% organic cotton 
GSM: - 
Details:
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MamaMotion MaMo carrier

Design: black/blue, black/pink
Size: 50 - 104cm
Tested: - 30 kg (largest panel)
Panel Sizes:
P-1 50 - 62 cm
P-2 62 - 74 cm
 P-3 74 - 86 cm
P-4 86 - 104 cm
Panelwidth: - 
Panelheight: -
Waistbelt length: 63 - 140 cm
Material: Panel: 100% ramie, Shoulderstraps, Waistbelt: cotton 
GSM: - 
Details:
Different backpanel and shoulder strap options. Module carriers are the only real growing-with-baby options. 
Point: Mamo carriers are designed with sustainability in mind. The makers lived for a longer time in Vietnam and built their partner company there who is now producing all products for MamaMotion. The fabrics are Oeko Tex 100 certificated.
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Moby Stretchy Wrap

Design: Purple
Size: 5,5 m
Material: 100% cotton
GSM: -
Details:
Stable edges (no rolling). 1-way wrap
Wears out easily.
Width approx. 60 cm.
Point: Sturdy, more likely to hold bigger kids properly.
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Boba Stretchy Wrap

Design: Grey
 Tested: 3.2 kg - 16 kg (7 - 35 lbs), Best until 9 kg (20 lbs)
Size: 5 m
Material: 95% French Terry cotton, 5% spandex
GSM: -
Details:
Slightly rolling edges. 2-way wrap
Point: Easy for beginners but won’t hold baby for too long (9 kg).
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Boba X

Design: Yucca
Size: 44/50 - 86 cm
Tested:3.5 kg - 20 kg (7 - 45 lbs)
Panelwidth:
20 cm - 53 cm
Panelheight: 30 cm - 40 cm
Waistbelt length: 60 - 145 cm
Material: 100% brushed cotton twill
GSM: - 
Details:
Fullbuckle carrier that promised to fit from birth to toddler. I advise using it from around 2 months.
Point: Extra extenders for the seat makes it truly fitting for older toddlers! 
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Boba Bliss

Design: Gray
Size: newborn to 4-6 months
Tested: 3.5 kg - 16 kg (7 - 35 lbs)
Waistbelt length: 60 - 145 cm
Material: 92% Cotton, 8% Spandex
GSM: - 
Details:
Fullbuckle carrier for newborns that's using an easy cross-strap technique.
Point: well adjustable. Following best babywearing practices
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Boba Air

Design: Gray
Size: from 4-6 months
Tested: 7 kg - 20 kg (15 - 45 lbs)
Panelwidth: -
Panelheight: -
Waistbelt length: -
Material: 100% nylon
GSM: - 
Details:
Fullbuckle carrier for travel. 
Point: Weighing in at just 1 lb (0.5 kg). Drying very fast.
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Tested:3.5 kg - 20 kg (7 - 45 lbs)
Panelwidth:
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Panelheight: 30 cm - 40 cm
Waistbelt length: 60 - 145 cm
Material: 100% brushed cotton twill
GSM: - 
Details:
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Isara The Trendsetter Toddler

Design: Manhattan
Size: 68 - 166 cm
Tested: - 20 kg ( - 45 lbs)
Panelwidth:
21 cm - 45 cm
Panelheight: 36 cm - 50 cm
Waistbelt length: 60 - 130 cm
Material: 100% organic cotton
GSM: - 
Details:
Fullbuckle carrier designed by a babywearing consultant.
Point: A local Romanian brand that uses GOTS certificated organic fabric. 
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Sun&Beach

Design: Stars Linen (Mesh)
Size: 2 weeks - 3 years
Tested: 3.5 - 15 kg ( 7 - 45 lbs)
Panelwidth:
- 
Panelheight: - 
Waistbelt length: 60 - 115 cm
Material: outside: 100% hemp, inside: organic cotton (around the baby), mesh parts: (shoulderstraps, waistbelt) polyester
GSM: - 
Details:
Local brand from Shonan Beach area. Wonderfully designed with keeping the needs of babies in mind.
Point: One of the fullbuckle carrier I recommend for newborns. Hemp is a good material for summer.
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Cocoo・me Stretchy Wrap

Design: Finn
Size: 5 m
Material: 100% organic cotton (GOTS certificates)
Weight: 680 g
Details:
There is a little bit of rolling at the edges. 1.5-way wrap
Width approx. 50 cm.
Point: Sturdy, holds bigger kids properly while being snug for babies.
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the nest Stretchy Wrap

Design:Dhiyan
Size: 4.5 m
Material: 85% organic bamboo, 12% cotton, 3% elastane 
GSM: 235g/sqm
Weight: 658 g
Details:
This wrap rolls at the edged. It is a sturdy 1-way wrap (hybrid).
Width approx. 55 cm.
Point: This wrap can also hold older babies. Bamboo is good for temperature regulating. Depending on age of baby, one or two layers of fabric might also work.
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the nest Woven Wrap

Design:Lembayung Senja
Size: 5 
Material: 100% cotton
GSM: 220g/sqm
Weight: 658 g
Details:
This wrap is made with honeycomb weave, which is very lightweight, airy, and dries easy. Perfect for summer. 
Point: Hand-dyed in Bali!
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the nest Meh Dai

Design:Loka
Size: From approx. 3 months up to 15 kg
Material: 100% cotton
GSM: 220g/sqm
Panelwidth:
23 - 43 cm 
Panelheight: 30 - 45 cm
Details:
This carrier is made with honeycomb weave, which is very lightweight, airy, and dries easy. Perfect for summer.
Point: The Meh Dai is on the bigger side and a good option for toddler.
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Konny Original Sling

[image: ]Design: Grey
Size: XS to 3XL
Available sizes: M, L
Material: 100% cotton
GSM: -
Details:
Lots of advantages and disadvantages.
See my YouTube video.
Point: Easy to put on.
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Konny Flex

Design: Charcoal
Size: free 
Material: 100% cotton
GSM: -
Details:
Adjustable Konny carrier. If you stuck between two sizes before, you can now use the Konny properly.
Point: Please see my video how to put on the Konny in a safer way than shown in their instructions! YouTube video





Hokkyoku Shirokumado Heko Obi

Design: Olympiad Sand
Size: Free
Material: 100% cotton
GSM: -
Details:
A Heko obi is used for traditional Japanese babywearing. It's speciality is the low width of 38cm, approximately half the width of a standard woven wrap.
Point: Can be used for very tiny newborns.
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Pikimama Sling

[image: ]Design: Grey
Size: S, M, L
Material: mix of spandex and polyester
GSM: -
Details:
The Pikimama sling is similar to the Konny sling but comes with two loops and not a fixed back panel.
Point: It is a small local brand and very comfortable.
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Pigeon Caboo

Design: 2x denim stripe, 1x Grey
Size: from newborn to 14.5 kg
Material: 100% organic cotton 
GSM: -
Details:
A stretchy carrier that can easily be adjusted to any size via two pairs of rings at each side. THE newborn carrier in UK.
Point: With it’s thick three layers, it’s maybe a bit too warm in Japanese summer, but supports the baby extremely well at any other times!
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Minimonkey Mini Sling

Design: black
Size: from newborn to 15 kg (~33lbs)
Material: 100% polyester mesh 
Weight: 175 g
Details:
They promise it’s the smallest and lightest baby carrier in the world. And from a consultants’ point of view, it’s even good ;)
Point: It can be used in the water. For example when taking a shower with baby or in a pool. Not for swimming though!
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Baby K’tan Original

Design: Black
Size:
Tested: 8 - 35 lbs | 3.6 - 15.5 kg
Material: 100% cotton 
GSM: -
Details:
Like any other other sized carrier, you will need to pick the exact right size for a comfortable and safe carry.
Point: Easy to put on..
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Fidella Fusion Babysize

Design: Iced Butterfly violet
Size: 56 - 74 cm
Tested: 3.5 - 15 kg (7 - 33 lbs) 
Panelwidth: - 
Panelheight: - 
Waistbelt length: - 
Material: 100% organic cotton
GSM: 205 g/m²
Fabric: Jacquard 
Details:
Fidella has fully adjustable carriers, meeting all the standards a good baby carrier should meet.
Point: All belts are extremely soft and especially mothers with a c-section scar like them.
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Fidella FlowClick Babysize

Design: Chevron mint
Size: 56 - 74 cm
Tested: 3.5 - 15 kg (7 - 33 lbs) 
Panelwidth: - 
Panelheight: - 
Waistbelt length: - 
Material: 100% organic cotton
GSM: 205 g/m²
Fabric: Jacquard 
Details:
Fidella has fully adjustable carriers, meeting all the standards a good baby carrier should meet.
Point: All belts are extremely soft and especially mothers with a c-section scar like them.
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Didymos DidyTai

Design: Ada Malachit
Size: from newborn ~ 1.5 years
Tested: - 20 kg ( - 45 lbs) 
Panelwidth: - 
Panelheight: - 
Waistbelt length: - 
Material: 100% organic cotton
GSM: 190 g/m²
Fabric: Jacquard 
Details:
Didymos is the major in babywraps and, of course, uses their wraps for producing baby carriers.
Point: No seams that aren’t really necessary. Didymos‘ fabrics are GOTS certified.
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Didymos DidyKlick 4U

Design: Blaue Blüte / Blue Blossom
Size: from newborn to 1.5 ~ 2 years
Tested: 3.5 - 20 kg (7 - 45 lbs) 
Panelwidth: 16 - 34 cm 
Panelheight: 26 - 34 cm 
Waistbelt length: 75 - 150 cm 
Material: 100% organic cotton
GSM: 190 g/m²
Fabric: Jacquard 
Details:
Didymos is the major in babywraps and, of course, uses their wraps for producing baby carriers.
Point: No seams that aren’t really necessary. Didymos‘ fabrics are GOTS certified.
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Didymos Snap 4U

Design: Jade
Size: from newborn to 1.5 ~ 2 years
Tested: 3.5 - 20 kg (7 - 45 lbs) 
Panelwidth: - 
Panelheight: - 
Waistbelt length: 75 - 150 cm 
Material: 100% organic cotton
GSM: 240 g/m²
Fabric: Jacquard 
Details:
Didymos is the major in babywraps and, of course, uses their wraps for producing baby carriers.
Point: The DidySnap ist completely adjustable and makes sure the baby is positioned best while being comfortable for the parent too. Didymos‘ fabrics are GOTS certified.
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Didymos DidyFix

Design: Silver
Size: small baby to 1.5 ~ 2 years
Tested: 3.5 - 20 kg (7 - 45 lbs) 
Panelwidth: - 
Panelheight: - 
Waistbelt length: 75 - 150 cm 
Material: 100% organic cotton
GSM: 240 g/m²
Fabric: cross twill 
Details:
Didymos is the major in babywraps and, of course, uses their wraps for producing baby carriers.
Point: The DidyFix ist completely adjustable and makes sure the baby is positioned best while being comfortable for the parent too. Didymos‘ fabrics are GOTS certified.
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Didymos Stretchy Wrap

Design: Jersey Doubleface Silk Copper 
Size: 4.6 m
Material: 90% organic cotton, 10% silk (GOTS certificates)
GSM: 220 g/m²
Details:
Different hems for easily distinguishing the top and bottom rail.
Natural silk for a special soft touch and shine.
Can be used until 12kg.
Point: As a so called hybrid wrap, it can also hold heavier babies and can even be used with two layers only (with the right technique.





Didymos

Design: Ginkgo Linen 
Size: 5 (4.2 m)
Material: 70% organic cotton, 30% linen
GSM: 240 g/m²
Weight: - 
Details:
Color is mocca (cotton) and jade green (linen). Linen is a very good material for summer. This wrap might not be a good choice for beginners since it can be difficult to tell bottom rail and top rail apart. Didymos is GOTS certified.
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Didymos

Design: Houndstooth Anthrazit
Size: 5 (4.2 m)
Material: 100% organic cotton
GSM: 210 g/m²
Weight: - 
Details:
The pattern is quite big. Didymos is GOTS certified.
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Didymos

Design: Lisca Autumn Rose
Size: 6 (4.6 m)
Material: 100% organic cotton
GSM: 230 g/m²
Weight: - 
Details:
Lisca wraps are soft from the beginning. It feels a bit thicker but is very easy to tie. Didymos is GOTS certified.
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Didymos

Design: Lisa
Size: 7 (5.2 m)
Material: 100% organic cotton
GSM: 210 g/m²
Weight: - 
Details:
Lisa is a classic design. This wrap is as old as it didn‘t have the middle marker from the beginning. It is still flawless but not especially beginner-friendly since the bottom and top rail look the same. Didymos is GOTS certified.
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Didymos DidySling

Design: Kaleidoskop 1R
Tested: ? - 15 kg
Item Weight: -

Material: 100% organic cotton
GSM: 240 g/m²
Fabric: - 
Details:
Also holds heavier toddler.
Spread folding beneath the rings.
Point: Didymos is GOTS certified. 
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Amazonas Ringsling

Design: - (blue)
Tested: ? - 15 kg
Item Weight: approx. 400g

Material: 100% cotton
GSM: 180 g/m²
Fabric: cross twill
Details:
Amazonas produces under the Oekotext Standard.
Spread folding beneath the rings.
Point: There is a seahorse with starfish embroidered at the bottom.
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Safrika Wrap

Design: Desert 
Size:
Tested: 
Material: 100% cotton 
GSM: -
Details:
Babywrap from Ghana. It‘s made with fabric using the traditional wax-print fabric.
Point: Small size (160 x 110 cm) but needs a special technique.
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Maya Comfort Fit Ringsling

Design: - (teal color)
Size:
Tested: 3.5 - 15 kg (7 - 35 lbs)
Material: 100% cotton 
GSM: -
Details:
Ringsling with a spandex band in the shoulder area which shall grant a greater movability. Comes with small pocket for storing small items in the tail.
Point: Completely handmade by indigenous Mayan weavers in Guatemala.
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Yaro Slings

Design:Retro Berry
Size: 3 (3.2 m)
Material: 60% Tercel, 40% cotton
GSM: 235 g/sqm
Weight: - 
Details:
„Soft and mouldable wrap. Feels cool to touch and very pleasant and luxurious on the body. Light and thin wrap that almost feels like a second skin. Suitable for all experience levels in wrapping. A great choice for newborns due to it's high cuddle factor, comfortable up to your own preferences. No breaking-in period needed.“
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Lennylamb

Design:Wild Soul Liberty
Size: 4 (3.6 m)
Material: 59% cotton, 28% Merino wool, 9% silk, 4% cashmere 
GSM: 230 g/sqm
Weight: - 
Details:
Extremely soft in touch, easy to wrap. Suitable for beginners. For newborns up until toddler age.
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Tekhni

Design:Kouneli
Size: 5 (4.2 m)
Material: 100% cotton
GSM: - 
Weight: - 
Details:
Released in 2018 for the Tekhni Mystery Box. Featuring Totoro.
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Luluna Slings Ringsling

Design:Selene Moonlight
Size: long sling (2.3 m)
Material: 60% combed cotton, 40% micro tencel
GSM: 270 g/m² 
Weight: - 
Details:
„And what really is the moon for us?
It is an immense original force that has been affecting us since the beginning of time. About 22 thousand years ago, rock paintings appeared depicting the engraving of the Moon Goddess of Laussel. The Moon Goddess holding bison horns with thirteen signs symbolizing the following months. The female energy of the Moon causes that in most beliefs it was female deities that were associated with the cult of the Moon. Please welcome Selene Moonlight – made in combed cotton and micro tencel. This blend is amazing and very plesant, it will be great for warmer days but many of you like it also in colder seasons Classical shades – just black and white.“

[image: Luluna Ringsling Tokyo Sling Library]





  Luluna Slings

Design: Raya Aqua
Size: 6 (4.6 m)
Material: 60% combed cotton, 40% micro tencel
GSM: 270 g/m² 
Weight: - 
Details:
„The ocean has many secrets
In many ancient cultures, he was associated with deities, the power of nature, and the laws of the universe. It was a magical place where life was vibrant and at the same time devoid of life. The relationship between grandchildren and grandparents is similarly magical. And this story is about it. How beautifully was the care of a grandmother's spirit who protects her granddaughter. It is touching and beautiful. The meeting of old age and youth, the circle of life...
She gave her wings to go into the unknown. Ray is the symbol of protection of those ones we lost but they are still in our hearts and they are watching over us.
Please meet new Raya Aqua. Made in amazing micro tencel and combed cotton, extremly fluffy combed cotton and shiny and soft micro tencel mixed with turquoise ocean colors will be your favorite wrap! This wrap will make your babywearing very comfy.
Will be good for toddlers and newborns because it is soft and strong in the same time.“
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Storchenwiege

Model: Babycarrier
Design: Choco
Size: 3,5 - 15kg 
Material: 100% cotton
GSM: - 
Weight: - 
Details:
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Hoppediz Buckle

Design: Kos
Size: 56 - 86
Tested:3.5 kg - 20 kg (8 - 44 lbs)
Panelwidth:
20 - 39cm
Panelheight: - 38cm
Waistbelt length: 65 - 160cm
Material: 100% organic cotton 
GSM: - 
Details:
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Hoppediz Buckle Toddler

Design: Kos
Size: 80/86 - 116
Tested:  - 25 kg ( - 55 lbs)
Panelwidth: - 
Panelheight: - 49cm
Waistbelt length:  - 
Material: 100% organic cotton 
GSM: - 
Details:
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Hoppediz Ultralight Ringsling

Design: Hamburg stone
Size: -
Tested:  - 20 kg ( - 44 lbs)
Panelwidth: - 
Panelheight: - 
Waistbelt length:  - 
Material: 100% cotton 
GSM: 135 g/m² 
Details:
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  Little Frog

Design: Chrysocolla
Size: 5 (4.2 m)
Material: 100% cotton
GSM: 240 g/m² 
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  Hoppediz

Design: Nairobi
Size: 6 (4.6 m)
Material: 100% Cotton
GSM: 173 g/m² 
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  Almitra

Design: Tattva Marisa
Size: 5 (4.2 m)
Material: 85% Merino, 15 % Cashmere
GSM: 200 g/m² 
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